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Concept Design for a Community Solar Farm
The Bendigo Sustainability Group

Executive Summary
The Bendigo Sustainability Group (BSG) under the Community Power Hub project, is
intending to develop a series of small community scale solar farms in the region around
Bendigo and across Central Victoria.
Stage 1 type solar farms at 2MWp and 1.5MWac capacity offers a modular design which
could be replicated at a large number of locations on the 22kV network in and around the
Greater Bendigo Council area. This approach could be replicated in other regional areas of
Australia.
A schematic layout template has been developed which was used for a market testing
expression of interest as part of the study. Responses from 4 companies provided indicative
costing for the complete solar farm package including visitor display and electric vehicle
charging station. No site-specific costing was sought as sites are not yet confirmed.
Schematic template for 2MWp solar farm

The main technical and cost parameters for the project are summarised below:
Stage 1 summary for 2MWp solar farm
Project Summary
PV capacity MWp
Inverter capacity MW
Annual yield GWh/yr
Capex ($M)

Stage 1
2
1.5
3.34
3.84

Annual Opex ($M)

0.065

Emissions saving t CO2-e/yr

3,559

The project could be funded through a combination of community investors and ethical
impact investors. Government grant funding could also be sought to support the project.
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If operating under a not-for-profit model, financial viability for the project would be achieved
if it can successfully pay operational costs, pay annual interest/dividends to the community
shareholders, and repay the ethical impact investor loan, while maintaining a positive
cashflow every year.
Modelling has been undertaken where:

•
•
•

The project either receives either no grant or a 50% grant;
community investors fund either 20% or 10% of the capex, and receive a 5% return
on their investment every year for 30 years; and
ethical investors fund either 80% or 40% of the capex, on a 20-year loan at 3.5%
interest rate.

Using this model, an exploration was undertaken as to the power purchase agreement (PPA)
price required for the project to achieve a positive cashflow every year:
Stage 1 – non-profit model, returning dividends to community investors
and ethical impact investors

No grant

50% grant

% of capital from community investors, repaid at 5% p.a. dividend

20%

10%

% of capital from ethical impact investors, repaid at 3.5% interest, 20-year term

80%

40%

0%

50%

0

1.92

% of capital from grant
Grant $M
PPA rate $/MWh

100.00

62.50

Positive cashflow every year

YES

YES

Simple payback after grant (yrs)

14.7

14.1

NPV $M
IRR % after grant

0.94

0.59

5.5%

6.1%

Without a grant, Stage 1 would require a PPA rate of at approximately $100/MWh in order
to achieve financial viability. This is significantly higher than market prices offered by large
scale renewables and may rely on a future support mechanism such as a state government
tranche of a future Victorian Renewable Energy Auction Scheme (VREAS).
With a 50% grant, Stage 1 could be anticipated to achieve financial viability with a PPA rate
of $62.50/MWh. This is in the range of recent corporate PPAs between commercial
consumers and large-scale solar farms. An electricity retail deal to local community, council
and corporate customers could be viable in the $62.50/MWh range especially if the local
customers are attracted by the local generation aspect, and/or are investors in the project.
Viability of Stage 2 expansion
Based on our analysis, the return on investment for Stage 2 expansion, with or without
battery, is unattractive compared to Stage 1. This is due to the 1.5MW export limit causing
solar curtailment losses which are unavoidable even with a battery, and the lack of significant
additional revenue from the battery investment.
Landowners with areas sufficient for future expansion in Stage 2 could still be worth
pursuing, however it is likely that lease arrangements and project planning should focus on
Stage 1 requirements only.
Using the dimensions of the array set out in the concept designs in Appendix A below, the
required land area is as follows:

Stage 1 land area required

Hectares

Acres

5.7

14.2
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The project should be progressed in a risk-managed approach including the following steps:
•

•

•

•

Continue financial model development:
o Engage with retailers and community groups to determine likely PPA rates
available to community-led solar farms;
o Continue engagement with the state government to determine likely support
mechanisms for community solar farms and potential community tranche of
future VREAS auctions;
Build a project development pipeline:
o Determine 22kV line routes throughout the target area;
o Search along the 22kV network, favouring sites closer to 22kV/66kV
substations where possible;
o Engage with landowners with suitable land on 22kV lines, visit sites to review
opportunities;
o Secure land lease agreements with selected landowners;
o Community engagement in the target areas;
o Develop business plan and business model;
o Secure planning permit from the local government authority;
o Secure grid connection offer from Powercor for selected sites;
Prepare for technical implementation:
o Prepare project technical specifications to issue to the shortlisted EPC
companies to obtain firm EPC pricing;
o Engage EPC contracts;
Construction and operation.
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1.

Introduction and Context

The Bendigo Sustainability Group (BSG) under the Community Power Hub project, is intending to
develop a series of small community scale solar farms in the region around Bendigo and across Central
Victoria. It is intended to develop a template model community scale solar farm design that can be
readily implemented at different locations and with minimal changes required. It is further intended
that standardised componentry for each project can be containerised as much as possible to enable
pre-installation in the factory and possibly at greater volumes to minimise costs and complexity on the
sites. Figure 1-1 below shows an indication of a possible spread of solar farms across the region.
The BSG is also working closely with the City of Greater Bendigo on regional renewable energy projects
and is in discussions with regard to power purchase agreements as well as a significant additional
number of rooftop solar PV systems on Council buildings. The BSG has also had discussions with a
number of Victorian electricity retailers regarding possible power purchase agreements for power
generated by community scale solar farms as well as them offering retail products locally for both solar
farm investors and other local residents.
The BSG is positioning itself for the anticipated Victorian Renewable Energy Auction Scheme (VREAS)
round 2 from the Victorian Government including any community allocation within this scheme.
For each Community Scale Solar Farm project, the Stage 1 capacity will be 1.5 MWac (~2 MWp). This
will enable the solar farms to feed directly into the Powercor 22 kV distribution network via a new 2
MWac dedicated LV connection / kiosk transformer. The use of only 75% of the transformer capacity
is done at the direction of Powercor to avoid reliability issues and possible failure.
There is the potential for each 2 MWp solar farm to be expanded, either simultaneous with Stage 1 or
at a later stage, with a solar panel capacity exceeding 2 MWp but export limited to 1.5 MWac including
integration of on-site energy storage, to enable greater use of the capacity of the grid connection.
Enhar was appointed by the Bendigo Sustainability Group (BSG) to undertake the preliminary concept
design for a 2 MWp template community solar farm for the Central Victorian area under the Community
Power Hub program. This included market price testing via expressions of interest for preliminary
pricing on a non-site-specific basis.
Enhar was also engaged to undertake modelling of Stage 2
expansion options including potential battery inclusion and optimal sizing of additional solar while using
only the initial grid connection capacity by export limiting the array to 1.5MWac.
This report sets out the concept design, results of the market testing, Stage 2 expansion modelling of
the proposed community scale solar farms.
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Figure 1-1: Target region for solar farms
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2.

Concept Design
2.1 Capacity of the solar farm

Extensive discussions between BSG and Powercor were undertaken with regard to the scale (capacity)
of a potential solar farm.
Powercor advised BSG that it is able to process applications of low-voltage connections (up to
approximately 2 MW) without the need for detailed network studies thus significantly reducing cost,
time and risk for the community energy generation projects.
As a community group, the BSG / CPH could develop up to a 4.99 MW facility as a non-registered
generator. There are several advantages to remaining below 5 MW including significant reduction in
time and cost associated with AEMO registered generator compliance and testing.
The goal is to develop a template concept design which can readily be used at target sites as a modular
approach to the economics and technical delivery of community scale solar farms.
The 2 MW modular solar farm will be able to be rapidly developed and deployed due to simplified grid
connection process with Powercor and other efficiencies of this relatively small solar farm:
• Significant availability of 22 kV and 11 kV grid lines with sufficient capacity for 2 MW generation
• Significant availability of suitably sized land parcels - only 6 ha or less required for Stage 1
• Connection and operation of the solar farm at low voltage without the need for high voltage onsite
operations.
Enhar concept design is shown in Figure 2-1 below, and further drawings are included in Appendix A.
Figure 2-1: Template schematic solar farm design for Stage 1
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These were issued to several EPC companies to obtain expressions of interest and indicative pricing
for turnkey installation of the Stage 1 solution.

2.1 Single-axis tracker design
Single axis tracker arrays utilise an east-west rotation to optimise energy production. They are able
to generate approximately 25% more annual yield than fixed tilt when compared on an equal panel
area or equal kWp rating basis. Trackers have upright supports which generally require foundation
piles around 1.5m deep, hence site-specific geotechnical surveys must be undertaken.

Figure 2-2: Single axis tracking arrays [source: Nextracker]

The above images from international projects1 illustrate typical configurations of north-south axis
systems.

2.2 Grid connection
The strategy is to connect 1.5 MWac to existing 22 kV lines and to establish projects with extremely
good proximity to existing 22 kV lines.
This will minimise cost and complexity and enable a low-voltage connection to be supplied for the solar
farm to connect to. Standard solar PV string inverters which output at low voltage (400V AC threephase) can be used without a need for any step-up transformer as the connection is also at 400V AC
three phase.
Once specific sites have been identified, preliminary enquiries should be lodged with Powercor to
confirm the connection.
An example Powercor preliminary response follows:

1 https://interestingengineering.com/tracking-the-sun-trackers-for-solar-power-systems and solarprofessiona.com
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22kV steady-state system model input data can be provided to the applicant by Powercor for fees
typically around $3,100 ex. GST. BSG must then engage a consultant to undertake network modelling
and analysis using this input data in preparation for further detailed studies.
Once the applicant has performed their own network modelling, a typical detailed response fee of
~$28,000 ex. GST is payable to Powercor for the 22kV network only. Further studies may also be
required on the 66kV network for an additional charge, pending initial results from Powercor.
The estimate of the fee payable by the applicant on submitting a connection application is between
$30,000 to $100,000 ex. GST depending on the final scope of works required to connect the embedded
generation system. This does not include the capital cost of the works.
Enhar has estimated capital costs of grid connection at ~$300,000 for the purposes of the financial
analysis below.

2.3 Stage 2 concept design
The Stage 2 concept is to expand the solar PV array capacity while maintaining export limiting to
1.5MVA to utilise the existing Powercor connection and avoid major additional grid connection cost.
Strategies include:
a.
b.

Increase the array size and accept DC curtailment or ‘clipping’ to the extent it is economic to do
so
Increase the array size and add a battery to store surplus power at time of high generation to
discharge into the grid at later times, while maintaining the export limit of 1.5MVA
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Figure 2-3: Simulation of battery performance for Stage 2 with 3.5MWp solar & 2.5MWh/1.5MW battery
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The analysis showed significant clipping losses occur for an upscaled solar array:
Table 2-1: Upsized solar array for stage 2
Stage 1
Design
Battery
PV Capacity kWp
Annual Yield kWh
kWh/kWp
% Clipped

1-axis tracking E/W

Stage 1 & 2
1-axis tracking E/W

Stage 2 (standalone
investment)
1-axis tracking E/W

No

No

No

2000

3000

1000

3.39

4.24

0.85

1709.70

1441.80

850.00

-2.6%

-16.3%

-50.3%

The addition of a battery would reduce the clipped losses:
Table 2-2: Battery impact and benefits, 2.5MWh / 1.5MW battery with 3MWp solar, PPA of $62.50
Performance indicators

No battery

With battery

4,266

4,650

384

$266,616

$290,606

$23,990

Curtailed solar loss MWh/yr

-770

- 615

155

Solar curtailment losses

15%

8%

-8%

Grid export MWh/yr
Grid export income $/yr

Change

The benefit of the battery is minor in the context of the significant additional capital cost.
The sensitivity of the economics to size of both stage 2 solar and battery was examined. However,
there is no recommended Stage 2 solar or battery scale as any scale of additional solar and battery
worsens the project economics significantly as the benefits are outweighed by the costs. See Section
3.6.2 for further justification of this conclusion.
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Financial Modelling

3.

3.1 Capital Cost
Using the concept design presented in Appendix A, Enhar approached several EPC companies on behalf
of BSG for an Expression of Interest (EOI) including indicative market pricing. The EOI document is
included as Appendix B below.
This EOI sought non site-specific pricing for the turnkey supply and construction of:
•

•
•
•
•

The Solar PV array at 2MWp / 1.5MWac capacity
o Module supply and installation
o Frame / mountings supply and installation
o Inverter supply and installation
o DC & AC balance of system supply and installation
Security fencing around perimeter of site
Civil, geotechnical and structural works associated with the construction
Main and sub-switchboards inclusive of LGC metering, protection, generator monitor, SCADA
communications
Electric-vehicle charge point

The results of the EOI were that four companies provided responses. These are separately reported to
BSG and the indicative non-binding Capex prices are summarised in Table 3-1 as follows:
Table 3-1: Capex estimation for Stage 1
Fixed-tilt north
facing (FT)

Single-axis trackers (SAT)
EOI RESPONSES
Energy yield (average) MWh/yr
Energy yield (guaranteed) MWh/yr
Energy
yield
average)

(%,

Company 1

Company 1

Company 3

Company 4

Company 1

3,458

3,297

3,951

3,726

2,934

3,312

3,132

-

3,539

2,811

95.8%
Canadian
Solar 400Wp
frameless

95.0%

-

Risen RSM1446-385M

Trina or equiv.

95.0%
Trina
Splitmax
400Wp

95.8%
Canadian Solar
400Wp
frameless

5,016

4,860

5,184

5,040

5,016

2,006.4

1,871.1

2,021.8

2,016.0

2,006.4

SMA

ABB PVS-100-TL

SMA 150kW or
equiv

ABB

SMA

22

15

10

1

22

guaranteed,

Modules brand, model
No. of modules
Capacity total of modules (kWp)
Inverter brand, model
No. of inverters
Capacity total of inverters (kVA)
Framing brand, model
No. of trackers
EOI Capex Total (Ex. GST)
EOI Capex Total (ex. GST) $/Wp

1650

1500

1500

1645

1650

Nextracker

ATI DuraTrack
HZ v3

NEXTracker
NX Horizon

Nextracker

S-Rack

88

68 rows, 2
tracking systems

64

52

N/A

$4,318,076

$2,504,586

$3,277,686

$2,899,879

$3,938,895

$2.15

$1.34

$1.62

$1.44

$1.96

$250,000

$250,000

$250,000

$250,000

$300,000

$300,000

$300,000

$300,000

$4,868,076

$3,054,586

$3,827,686

$3,449,879

$4,488,895

$2.43

$1.63

$1.89

$1.71

$2.24

ENHAR CAPEX ESTIMATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL WORKS
22kV works by Powercor including
kiosk, grid studies
$250,000
Project development, permits, site
specific contingencies
$300,000
Est. total Capex ex. GST
EOI total Capex (ex. GST) $/Wp
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These estimates will need to be verified through a site-specific RFQ with shortlisted suitable EPC
companies. A significant variation may arise on a site-to-site basis.
For the purposes of modelling Enhar has used the following Capex figures:
Table 3-2: Stage 1 Capex used in modelling

Total Project Cost ex. GST

$3,843,800

Per-MWac cost inc. grid

$2,562,533

Per-MWp cost inc. grid

$1,921,900

3.1.1

Stage 2 Battery Capex

The capital cost of large batteries continues to decrease. Recent battery project costs are available
from ARENA and other sources. A summary of some recent key projects is given in Table 3-3 below:
Table 3-3: Large battery Capex from recent projects
Data
Project

MW

Metrics

MWh

Capex
$M

C
ratio

$M/MW

$M/MWh

Gannawarra

25

50

34

2.0

1.36

0.68

Lake Bonney

25

52

38

2.1

1.52

0.73

100

129

90

1.3

0.90

0.70

Hornsdale
Average

0.70

The Bendigo Sustainability Group project will have a much smaller battery size compared to the above
examples hence will not have the same economy of scale. Enhar reviewed recent quoted battery
pricing for 200kWh scale projects of $1,100/kWh fully installed price. It is anticipated that batteries
of the scale suited to Stage 2 of the BSG project will be in between these rates, at around $900/kWh
in 2019.
Continued reduction in battery capex is expected prior to The Bendigo Sustainability Group project
purchasing any system, with a nominal 10% reduction in battery-installed Capex assumed for 20182023. Estimation of the capital costing for batteries installed in future years are provided in Table 3-4
below.
Table 3-4: Battery price estimates and forecast for Stage 2
Metrics

Project

$M/MWh

Average for large >50MWh batteries

0.70

200kWh battery scale 2018 prices

1.10

Assumed price for ~3MWh scale, 2019

0.90

Annual reduction from 2019-2023

10%

Forecast year
2020

0.81

2021

0.72

2022

0.63

2023

0.54
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3.2 Funding sources
3.2.1

Grants

State Government support for community renewable energy projects includes once-off grants for
specific projects and competitive grant funding programs. No competitive funding program is currently
identified for the community solar farm project, however a once-off grant of up to 50% of project costs
could be envisaged and is included in the modelling.
3.2.2

Community Investors

Local community individuals and organisations could be approached to invest in the project.
BSG indicated to Enhar Local community investors may be willing accept returns around 5% over the
long term. An annual return of 5% should be attractive to many local investors and is used in the

modelling, with the payments occurring every year from the project outset.
3.2.3

Ethical Impact Investors

Potential institutional investors include ethical investors and the Clean Energy Finance Corporation.
BSG indicated discussions with potential investors who are seeking interest of 3% to 5% for suitable
investments.
Recent Enhar project work for local councils has included consideration of financing over 20-year terms
at 3% interest rates.
For the modelling, a 20-year loan at 3.5% interest rate has been assumed.

3.3 Operational Costs
Solar farm operational costs have been estimated based on the results of the EOI responses for plant
O&M and Enhar estimated values for insurance, admin and land lease, as detailed in Table 3-5:
Table 3-5: Estimated annual operational costs for 2MWp Stage 1 solar farm
Solar farm operating costs
Maintenance and operation $/MWh

Years 1-5

Years 6-30

$10.00

$12.00

$2.00

$2.00

$31,009

$37,210

$6,202

$6,202

$15,000

$15,000

Insurance and administration $/MWh
Service & Maintenance
Warranty
grass control, weed control
Monitoring & reporting
Insurance
Administrative cost
Land lease 10 ha @ $1500/ha
Contingency
Total Operating Costs

$10,000

$15,000

$62,210

$73,412

As part of estimating the land lease component of Opex, the required land area is estimated below:
Table 3-6: Estimated required land area for Stage 1 and 2

Stage 1
Stage 2
Total

Hectares
5.7
4.7
10.4

Acres
14.2
11.6
25.8
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3.4 Energy Yield Simulation
Energy yield simulations have been conducted using Helioscope software. The local solar resource,
inter-row shading and module performance were simulated at hourly intervals for 12 months, as
summarised below in Table 3-7 and provided in full in Appendix A:
Table 3-7: Energy yield summary for indicative Stage 1 site

3.4.1

Battery option in Stage 2

The scope of this study included consideration of a battery option.
Enhar has modelled a battery component including time-shift of the solar generation and tariff
arbitrage. The battery would be located adjacent to the main switchboard. Key parameters of the
battery scale selected for feasibility purposes are presented in Table 3-8 below.
Table 3-8: Battery parameters
Battery Parameters
Dis/Charge power (MW)

1.5

Grid export limit (MW)

1.5

Storage Capacity (usable MWh)

2.5

Efficiency (%)

90%

Capex/unit ($/MWh) ex. GST
TOTAL Capex ex. GST

$900,000
$2,700,000

Warranted cycles

5,000

3.5 Income streams
This section discusses the various income streams which could be earned by the project.
3.5.1

Community retail PPA

A local community retail deal could be linked to the community solar farm(s), where local community,
council and companies would sign up for agreed contract periods. Hepburn Wind provides an example
of this approach in action.
PPA rates of the order of $60-70/MWh are considered in the modelling and are anticipated to be
attractive to local community participants especially those who are motivated by the local generation
aspect and/or are investors in the project.
Competition from large scale solar and wind generators is pushing wholesale electricity prices down
and it should be borne in mind that in the long term, customer loyalty based on the above factors may
be required to retain customers who might otherwise move to cheaper deals from large retailers linked
to large solar and wind projects.
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3.5.2

State Government supported tariff

BSG are positioning for the upcoming auctions rounds anticipated under the Victorian Renewable
Energy Auction Scheme (VREAS). This is a mechanism established by the Victorian Government to
achieve the legislated Victorian Renewable Energy Target (VRET).
In simple terms, VREAS uses a system called contracts of difference (CfD), and successful projects
accept a strike rate. Project income is assured to match the strike rate via the Victorian government
paying for shortfalls when the NEM market price is below the strike rate. It works both ways however,
hence the project owner makes payments to the state government when the NEM market rates are
above the strike rate.
The first auction secured over 900MW of capacity from solar and wind farms in 2018. Final strike rates
for solar farms were not disclosed but are believed to be around $55/MWh. The state government may
undergo further auctions in 2019, 2020 and 2021 to meet its targets.
The ACT government auctions preceded the Victorian auctions and a recent project announcement
indicates a specific feed-in tariff arrangement for a community solar farm.
Press articles indicated that a 1MW solar farm project by Solarshare will receive $195/MWh for 20
years through an ACT-government-backed arrangement. 2,3
Given the Victorian government’s commitment to supporting community solar projects, BSG note it is
possible that a community tranche may be available in a forthcoming VRET auction or similar scheme.
No tariff indications are known for a potential forthcoming community tranche of the VRET however a
possible range of $100-160/MWh could be envisaged as a State Government position to enable smaller
community projects to succeed.
Enhar has modelled financial returns on the basis of a $100/MWh tariff for the purposes of this report.
The arrangement would likely be a financial instrument whereby the Victorian government would top
up the project income.
The project would sell its power via a power purchase agreement at market rates with local consumers
via a retailer, but for the purposes of financial modelling the outcome would be that annual income
would be determined by the assumed VRET rate.
Further updates to this modelling could be undertaken when VRET announcements are made and
assumptions around community solar farm tranche rates can be verified.

3.5.3

Large Generation Certificates (LGCs)

The solar farm would be eligible to earn LGCs. These can be sold for additional income or voluntary
surrendered for additional certified emissions savings.
LGC income is a minor part of overall project returns as LGC prices are forecast to reduce significantly
and are assumed to be close to zero after 2024.

3.5.4

Spot-price trading

Spot-price trading is a possibility which could offer most benefit under a battery scenario.
To participate in the spot price, the project would either have to become a registered generator in the
NEM (projects below 5MW are exempt by default) or link directly to spot price customers via a retailer.

2

https://www.cmtedd.act.gov.au/open_government/inform/act_government_media_releases/rattenbury/2018/act-residents-tobenefit-from-community-solar-farm-investment
3 https://www.canberratimes.com.au/story/5997974/canberrans-given-opportunity-to-buy-in-to-new-community-solar-farm/
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The complexity of these arrangements plus managing uncertainties associated with the wholesale spot
price market could be unsuitable for a community-led, not-for-profit project. Therefore, a spot-price
approach is not modelled in this report.

3.5.5

Battery income

The battery value is primarily in its ability to store solar surplus from Stage 2 which would otherwise
be curtailed during times of high solar generation.
For the battery to earn income on spot price trading including arbitrage, the whole project would have
to be on the spot price which, for reasons stated above, is ruled out in the modelling. Frequency
response market (FCAS) income is available to registered generators and scheduled battery assets,
which would require significant AEMO registration costs and time. This registration is ruled out in order
to manage project costs and timeframes, so any FCAS income considered to be unavailable.

3.6 Return on investment
3.6.1

Stage 1

The project specifications for Stage 1 are summarised in Table 3-9 below:
Table 3-9: Summary for 2MWp solar farm
Project Summary
PV capacity MWp
Inverter capacity MW
Annual yield GWh/yr
Capex ($M)

Stage 1
2
1.5
3.34
3.84

Annual Opex ($M)

0.065

Emissions saving t CO2-e/yr

3,559

As noted in section 3.2 above, the project could be funded through a combination of community
investors and ethical impact investors. Government grant funding could also be sought to support the
project.
If operating under a not-for-profit model, financial viability for the project would be achieved if it can
successfully pay operational costs, pay annual interest/dividends to the community shareholders, and
repay the ethical impact investor loan, while maintaining a positive cashflow every year.
Modelling has been undertaken where:

•
•
•

The project either receives either no grant or a 50% grant;
community investors fund either 20% or 10% of the capex, and receive a 5% return on their
investment every year for 30 years; and
ethical investors fund either 80% or 40% of the capex, on a 20-year loan at 3.5% interest rate.

Using this model, an exploration was undertaken as to the power purchase agreement (PPA) price
required for the project to achieve a positive cashflow every year, summarised in Table 3-10 below.
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Table 3-10: Financial parameters for return on investment
Stage 1 – non-profit model, returning dividends to community investors
and ethical impact investors

No grant

50% grant

% of capital from community investors, repaid at 5% p.a. dividend

20%

10%

% of capital from ethical impact investors, repaid at 3.5% interest, 20-year term

80%

40%

0%

50%

0

$1.92M

% of capital from grant
Grant $M
PPA rate $/MWh

100.00

62.50

Positive cashflow every year

YES

YES

Simple payback after grant (yrs)

14.7

14.1

NPV $M
IRR % after grant

0.94

0.59

5.5%

6.1%

Without a grant, Stage 1 would require a PPA rate of at approximately $100/MWh in order to achieve
financial viability. This is significantly higher than market prices offered by large scale renewables and
may rely on a future support mechanism such as a state government tranche of a future Victorian
Renewable Energy Auction Scheme (VREAS).
With a 50% grant, Stage 1 could be anticipated to achieve financial viability with a PPA rate of
$62.50/MWh. This is in the range of recent corporate PPAs between commercial consumers and largescale solar farms. An electricity retail deal to local community, council and corporate customers could
be viable in the $62.50/MWh range especially if the local customers are attracted by the local
generation aspect, and/or are investors in the project.
To maximise the replicability of the model, grant funding should be minimised. Therefore, the
maximum PPA rate which would be acceptable by the participating customers should be sought.
3.6.2

Stage 2 : Expanded solar array

As noted above, the hypothesis of Stage 2 is to leverage the investment in the Powercor LV connection
kiosk, adding more solar panels without increasing the grid export capacity, thereby avoiding additional
grid connection costs.
Two approaches are considered here. Firstly, adding a larger solar array without a battery and
accepting large DC ‘clipping’ losses. Secondly, adding a battery plus larger solar array thereby
reducing DC ‘clipping’ losses.
3.6.2.1 Upsized solar array, no battery added
The option of upscaling the solar array without adding a battery is examined in Section 2.3 above.
The financial outcome of the approach is summarised in Table 3-11 below.
Table 3-11: Upsized solar array for Stage 2
Stage 1
Design

1-axis tracking E/W

Stage 1 & 2
1-axis tracking E/W

Stage 2 (standalone
investment)
1-axis tracking E/W

No

No

No

PV Capacity kWp

2000

3000

1000

Annual Yield kWh

3.39

4.24

0.85

1709.70

1441.80

850.00

-2.6%

-16.3%

-50.3%

$4,056,000

$5,574,300

$1,730,500

14.1 yrs

16.5 yrs

>20 yrs

Battery

kWh/kWp
% Clipped
Capital Cost ex GST
Simple Payback assuming
$62.50/MWh and 50% grant
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It is evident that even when the benefit of no additional grid costs are factored in, purchasing an
additional 1MWp of solar array increases the payback period notably. The standalone investment of
adding an additional 1MWp of capacity at around $1.7M has a payback period over 20 years. This is
therefore not a recommended approach.
3.6.2.2 Addition of Battery
As noted in Section 2.3 above, simulation of a battery scenario was undertaken as follows:
Table 3-12: Battery specifications for Stage 2 modelling
Battery specifications
Chemistry

Lithium Ion

Dis/Charge power (MW)

1.50

Grid export limit (MW)

1.50

Storage Capacity (usable MWh)

2.50

Round trip efficiency (%)

90%

Capex/unit ($/MWh) ex GST
Total Capex ex GST
Opex $/year
Warranted cycles

$900,000
$2,250,000
$11,250
5000

Annual battery throughput MWh

388

Years warranty at 5000 cycles

29

Generally, commercial battery warranties are 15 years at most, however if we assume high quality
batteries with excellent battery management systems, the warranted cycles may not be reached until
a longer time period. In the analysis here, Enhar assumes that battery replacement occurs at the later
of reaching the warranted cycles or reaching a standard warranty period.
The income stream from the project is assumed to be a flat rate PPA as discussed in section 3.2 above.
The only income generated by the battery is via ‘time shifting’ of solar which would otherwise be
curtailed due to the grid export limit, to discharge at a later time earning the same standard PPA rate.
The impact of the battery was simulated in the stage 2 scenario where 1MWp of solar is added to the
2MWp Stage 1 giving a total of 3MWp. The modelling uses a fixed PPA rate of $62.50/MWh which
applies to all battery export as well as all solar export.
Some indicative results including the improvement to solar curtailment losses are illustrated in Table
3-14 below.
Table 3-13: Battery impact and benefits, 2.5MWh / 1.5MW battery with 3MWp solar, PPA of $62.50
Performance indicators
Grid export MWh/yr
Grid export income $/yr

No battery

With battery

Change

4,266

4,650

384
$23,990

$266,616

$290,606

Curtailed solar loss MWh/yr

-770

- 615

155

Solar curtailment losses

15%

8%

-8%

Although there are benefits from the battery such as reducing but not eliminating solar curtailment
losses, it is extremely challenging for a battery to deliver a worthwhile return on investment from
purely solar time-shifting under a fixed price PPA. Based on the benefits shown in Table 3-14 of around
$24,000/year, after battery Opex is deducted the payback period for the battery is around 170 years
which is well beyond its warranted lifetime cycles therefore unviable. Even with the higher PPA rate
considered at $100/MWh the payback period for the battery is still well beyond its warranted
lifetime/cycles and therefore unviable.
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Even with significant capital cost reduction in battery technology, the fixed price PPA model does not
appear to offer any prospect of accommodating a financially viable battery.
Transferring to spot price trading and smart predictive battery control coupled with FCAS market
income could make a battery a more viable addition in future, however this is a highly complex
approach requiring significant additional investment and operational management expertise hence
probably unsuited to a not for profit project.

3.6.3

Recommendations: Stage 1 viable, Stage 2 unviable

Based on this analysis, the return on investment for Stage 2 expansion, with or without battery, is
unattractive compared to Stage 1.
Land parcels sufficient for future expansion in Stage 2 could still be worth pursuing, however it is likely
that lease arrangements and project planning should focus on Stage 1 only.
Further research could be undertaken around alternative business models, such as:
•
•
•

Use of spot price merchant trading model for Stage 2, opening up lucrative arbitrage
opportunities with the battery;
Registration of the generator and battery as a scheduled asset, opening up FCAS income
opportunities;
It should be noted that these approaches would require significant additional sophistication in
the business models and operational skillsets. The risk profile of such approaches may be
better suited to purely commercial project developers than to a community led project.
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Conclusions

4.

Solar farms at 2MWp and 1.5MWac capacity offers a modular design which could be replicated at a
large number of locations on the 22kV network in and around the Greater Bendigo Council area. This
approach could be replicated in other regional areas of Australia.
Without a grant, such a project in the Bendigo regional solar resource would require a PPA rate of at
approximately $100/MWh in order to achieve financial viability. This is higher than market prices
offered by large scale renewables and may rely on a future support mechanism such as a state
government tranche of a future Victorian Renewable Energy Auction Scheme (VREAS).
With a 50% grant, the project could be anticipated to achieve financial viability with a PPA rate of
$62.50/MWh. This is in the range of recent corporate PPAs between commercial consumers and largescale solar farms. An electricity retail deal for the local community, council and corporate customers
could be viable in the $62.50/MWh range especially if the local customers are attracted by the local
generation aspect, and/or are investors in the project.
Based on our analysis, the return on investment for Stage 2 expansion, with or without battery, is
unattractive compared to Stage 1 (2MWp solar only). This is due to the solar curtailment losses which
are unavoidable even with a battery, and the lack of significant additional revenue from a battery
investment.
Landowners with areas sufficient for future expansion in Stage 2 could still be worth pursuing, however
it is recommended that lease arrangements and project planning should focus on Stage 1 requirements
only.
Using the dimensions of the array set out in the concept designs in Appendix A below, the required
land area is as follows:
Table 4-1: Estimated required land area for Stages 1 and 2

Stage 1
Stage 2
Total

Hectares

Acres

5.7

14.2

4.7

11.6

10.4

25.8

Actual land areas at specific sites may be larger than these figures if the available land does not offer
a regular rectangle of cleared flat land.

4.1 Next Steps
The project should be progressed in a risk-managed approach including the following steps:
•
Continue financial model development:
o Engage with retailers and community groups to determine likely PPA rates available to
community-led solar farms;
o Continue engagement with the state government to determine likely support
mechanisms for community solar farms and potential community tranche of future
VREAS auctions.
•
Build a project development pipeline:
o Determine 22kV line routes throughout the target area;
o Search along the 22kV network, favouring sites closer to 22kV/66kV substations where
possible;
o Engage with landowners with suitable land on 22kV lines, visit sites to review
opportunities;
o Secure land lease agreements with selected landowners;
o Community engagement in the target areas;
o Develop business plan and business model;
o Secure planning permit from the local government authority for the secured sites;
o Secure grid connection offer from Powercor for the sites with successful planning
permits, including detailed electrical design;
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•

Prepare for technical implementation:
o Prepare project technical specifications to issue to the shortlisted EPC companies to
obtain firm EPC pricing;
o Engage EPC contracts;

•

Construction and operation.
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Appendix A: Concept Design Drawings
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Appendix B: Invitation for Expressions of Interest
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Appendix C: Helioscope simulations
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